It is known that decision tree learning can be viewed as a form of boosting. Given a weak learning hypothesis one can show that the training error of a decision tree declines as jT j ? where jT j is the size of the decision tree and is a constant determined by the weak learning hypothesis. Here we consider the case of decision DAGs | decision trees in which a given node can be shared by di erent branches of the tree, also called branching programs (BP). Node sharing allows a branching programs to be exponentially more compact than the corresponding decision tree. We show that under the same weak learning assumption used for decision tree learning there exists a greedy BP-growth algorithm whose training error is guaranteed to decline as 2 ? p jTj , where jT j is the size of the branching program and is a constant determined by the weak learning hypothesis. Therefore, from the perspective of boosting theory, branching programs are exponentially more e cient than decision trees.
Introduction
Boosting algorithms have proven to be very powerful in computational learning theory. They are based on the assumption that natural sets of \base predicates" have the property that for any sample there exists a base predicate performing better than random guessing on that sample. This apparently modest assumption is quite powerful. It implies the ability to construct highly accurate decision rules built from the base predicates, e.g., decision trees or weighted threshold functions. In practice, the boosting algorithms, such as AdaBoost FS95] , have been proven to be very successful, and are widely used by practitioners in the Machine Learning community. One can also show that the popular decision tree algorithms, such as CART and C4.5, can be view as boosting algorithms KM96].
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In the Boosting analysis of decision tree learning, constructing a tree with training error given weak learning bias requires a tree whose size grows exponentially in 1 . Furthermore, exponential tree size can be shown to be unavoidable in certain cases, e.g., in the case of majority functions. In this work we attempt to overcome these obstacles by using a di erent representation, branching programs rather than decision trees.
A branching program is a directed acyclic graph, where each non-terminal node has a predicate and each terminal node has a label. Similar to decision trees, given an input we traverse a path in the graph; in each non-terminal node we select an outgoing edge using its predicate, and when we reach a terminal node its label classi es the input.
Branching programs are a very powerful representation. Even if one restricts them to constant width, still one can represent any polynomial size formula by a width 5 polynomial depth branching program Bar86]. Very few and limited positive results are known for learning branching programs RW93, EKR95, BTW96, BBTV97]. This should be of no surprise since branching programs are a generalization of decision trees, and with the same number of nodes can represent signi cantly more powerful functions.
Here we develop boosting algorithms based on branching programs. The basic technique of building the branching program is very similar to the one used in decision trees, which is a greedy algorithm based on an index function. Similar to decision trees, we use the index function to select how to split a node. Unlike in decision trees, we need to also merge nodes together. We perform the merging based on the fraction of examples labeled one in each node. Namely, nodes with similar fraction of ones are likely to be merged. (At rst this may look un-natural, but one can view this as an attempt to purify the nodes and drive the index function down to zero.)
We show that our simple greedy algorithm has very interesting theoretical properties. The training error of our branching program T is bounded by exp(? ( p jTj)), where jTj is the number of nodes in the branching program and is a parameter that depends quadratically on the bias of the weak learning hypothesis. This is a great improvement over the decision tree results, and the bound is only quadratic in the lower bounds.
One should take the theoretical results with a gain of salt, when applying them to real problems. Although the theoretical results for decision trees are exponentially weaker than for AdaBoost, in practice they exhibit very similar performance DKM96]. One explanation, studied in DKM96], is that while in the decision tree the bias remain relatively stable as we grow the tree, the bias in AdaBoost is driven down very rapidly. Although we did not do any experiments, we believe it would be interesting to compare the branching program techniques presented in this work to existing decision tree and boosting algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de ne the learning model, branching programs, the weak learning hypothesis and the weak index reduction hypothesis. We describe the algorithm and analyze it in Section 3. Section 4 concludes with a summary and open problems.
Preliminaries

Learning Model
We assume a set X of instances and a target function f from X to f0; 1g. A training set is a nite set S of pairs hx; f (x)i with x 2 X. Given a training set S and a function h from X to f0; 1g we de ne the training error of h, denoted^ (f), to be the fraction of pairs hx; f (x)i 2 S such that h(x) 6 = f (x).
In this paper we will not attempt to analyze the generalization error of the rules learned by our algorithm. Rather, we address the question of how rapidly the training error can be driven down as a function of the size of the branching program. Over tting can be avoided in various ways, e.g., by bounding the allowed size of the branching program or by using holdout data to measure the generalization error of branching programs of various sizes. For a given size limit, smaller training error seems preferable. Hence we are interested in minimizing training error as a function of program size.
Branching Programs
We let H be a set of predicates on X. An H-BP is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are divided into leaf nodes and internal nodes. Leaf nodes have no outgoing edges and each internal node is labeled with a predicate in H and has exactly two outgoing edges corresponding to the two possible truth values of the predicate. A given instance x 2 X determines a unique directed path through an H-BP T starting at the root of T and following the outgoing arc from internal nodes indicated by the value of the predicate at that node on x. (Note that a decision tree is a special case of a branching program where all the nodes, except the root, have only one incoming edge.) For any H-BP T we let N (T) denote the set of all nodes of T (both internal and leaf) and we let L(T ) denote the set of leaf nodes of T .
We say x reaches n 2 N (T) if n is on the path through T de ned by x. For a given H-BP T , node n 2 N (T), and sample S, we write S n to denote the set of pairs hx; f (x)i in S such that x reaches n. For n 2 N (T) we de nep n to be the fraction of the sample reaching node n, i.e., jS n j=jSj. For any sample W , where typically W is a subset of S, we de neq(W) to be the fraction of the pairs hx; f (x)i in W for which f (x) = 1. For n 2 N (T) we de neq(n) to beq(S n ). The training error of T , denoted^ (T), is de ned as follows.
(T De nition 1 We say that H and I satis es the -weak index reduction hypothesis if for any sample W from X there exists an h 2 H such that (W; h) I(q(W )).
Note that in the above de nition the parameter is proportional to 2 , of the -weak learning hypothesis. The -weak index reduction hypothesis was used in MM99] to study the e ects of di erent split size for decision trees.
A Boosting Algorithm using Branching Programs
The nodes of the constructed branching program form a two dimensional grid of depth d and of varying width | for each depth j we have a width w j . Each node has the form n i;j where i and j are integers such that 0 j d and 1 i w j . The graph is leveled, i.e., all arcs are from a node of the form n i;j to a node of the form n i 0 ;j+1 . The rst level has only a single node n 1;0 which we take to be the root node of the branching program. Nodes at depth less than d are internal nodes and all nodes at depth d are leaf nodes. Given a branching program of depth d, and 1 j d, we de ne T j to be the branching program that results from deleting all nodes n i;k with k > j so that the nodes n i;j become leaves. Our algorithm constructs T j+1 from T j . Some nodes may be unreachable from the root and unreachable nodes can be discarded. We write S i;j ,p i;j andq(i; j) for S n i;j ,p n i;j , andq(n i;j ) respectively.
For each j > 1 we assume a sequence of values u 0;j , : : :, u w j ;j with u 0;j = 0, The algorithm is de ned as follows.
Algorithm:
De ne T 0 to consist of the single node n 1;0 .
For j from 0 to d ? 1 de ne T j+1 as follows.
Set w j+1 = (9= )(ln1=I(T j )) + c, where the constant c will be speci ed latter. Select values u 0;j+1 ; : : : ; u w j+1 ;j+1 as a function of w j+1 in a manner speci ed below.
For each node n i;j such that S i;j 6 = ;
select a predicate h such that (S i;j ; h) I(q(i; j)); let S 1 i;j and S 0 i;j be the subsets of S i;j on which h is true and false respectively; and install edges from n i;j to n i(q(S 1 i;j );j+1); j+1 and n i(q(S 0 i;j );j+1));j+1 for the true and false cases of h respectively.
We will write n k;j b ! n i;j+1 to indicate that there is a branch from nodes n k;j to node n i;j+1 corresponding to the truth value b. We now have the following. where c is a constant depending on but not on j.
Proof: Select to be 1 6 I(T j ) and select to be 3 . Then let u 0;j+1 , : : :, u w j+1 ;j+1 be an ( ; )-net, as guaranteed to exist by lemma 3.1, with w j+1 4+ 3 ln(1= ) . This gives the speci ed value for w j+1 and by lemma 3.2 we have the following. The result follows by setting b = 2 ( 9 2 + c).
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Lemma 3.4 implies the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5 Assuming the -weak index reduction hypothesis, the algorithm can be run in a way that satis es the following.
I(T j ) e ? ( p jT j j) :
Summary and Open problems
This work developed boosting algorithms using branching programs. The algorithms themselves are fairly natural greedy algorithms based on an index function. Using a weak index reduction hypothesis we are able to bound the error of the branching program as a function of its size. The training error drops exponentially in the square root of the size of the branching program, this is in contrast to decision trees, where the error drops only polynomially in the size of the decision tree. Hence there is an exponential gap in boosting between decision trees and branching program.
The algorithm that we proposed is not adaptive in the sense that it assumes a xed . One can modify the algorithm fairly simply to be adaptive. We can de ne I j+1 to be the index function applied to the sets S b i;j , i.e. I j+1 = Pp k;jp b k;jq (S b k;j ). Now we can de ne the average reduction as j+1 = (I(T j ) ? I j )=I(T j ) and set the width as w j+1 = O(1= j ln 1=I(T j )). This will allow us to have smaller width if we have a larger reduction, and thus has the potential of an improved bound in some cases.
There are many challenging open problems for future research. First, in this work we concentrate on binary branching, namely, an internal node has at most two children. The understanding of how to perform splits of various size is left as a challenge to the future. For decision trees the understanding of how to compare splits of di erent sizes was done using a weak index reduction hypothesis MM99]. One can hope that the techniques developed in MM99] can be extended to branching programs, and address the issue of di erent split size in a branching program.
Second, it is not clear at if the upper bound we derive for boosting using branching programs is the best possible. It would be interesting either to derive an improved upper bound or to exhibit a lower bound for boosting using branching programs.
Finally, there is the experimental aspect. It would be interesting to derive experimental results for our algorithms, and compare it with existing decision tree and boosting algorithms.
